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FOREWORD
This Final Report documents the results of all work per-
formed under Contract NAS8-21490. Delivery of this Final Re-
port constitutes completion of all tasks as set forth in the contract.
This work was performed by personnel in the Aeromechai.ics
Department of Lockheed Missiles & Space Company's Huntsville
Research & Engineering Center for the Aero-Astrodynamics
Laboratory of NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center. The MSFC
Technical Monitor for this contract is Mr. David Seymour, S&E-
AERO-AT.
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
On 28 June 1968, a research program was initiated to investigate the
steady expansion of a gaseous axisymmetric jet into a vacuum. This re-
search program was performed by Lockheed Missiles & Space Company,
Huntsville Research & Engineering Center (Lockheed/Huntsville), under
Contact NAS8-21490 for NASA's George C. Marshall Space Flight Center.
I
The research program consisted of an analytical study to determine
the non-continuum flow characteristics in the jet plume, including the
1
	 corner expansion at the nozzle lip. An experimental study was performed
to provide experimental verification of the analytical results. The experi-
mental study was performed by Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc. (CAL)
under subcontract to Lockheed/Huntsville.
The results of this research program are documented in this Final
Report. The analytical study is documented in detail in Appendix A, and
the experimental study is documented in Appendix B. A discussion of the
analytical and experimental results is given in the body of this report.
1
Analytical study results indicated that, for nozzle throat Reynolds
numbers down to at least 25, the plume flow fields were not influenced
significantly by non-continuum effects. The experimental program was
inconclusive in that it failed to either confirm or contradict the results of
the analytical study. Based on the overall results of the analytical and ex-
perimental programs, the conclusion was made that for any gaseous jet of
practical interest, non-continuu m
 effects could be ignored in the calculation
of the plume flowfield propert:es.
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1	 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The analytical phase of the research program consisted of obtaining
the solutions of a set of partial differential equations for a single component,
monatomic gas which were derived by taking moments of the Boltzmann equa-
tion with the B-G-K approximation of the collision integral. The pai'ial
differential equations were solved numerically by the method of characteristics.
The flow around the nozzle lip was calculated from a set of equations which
were obtained by applying the method-of-characteristics equations to a round
corner turn and allowing the finite radius to approach zero through a limiting
process.
The accuracy of the solution was verified by making calculations for a
jspherical source flow expansion and comparing the results with those obtained
by another analytical technique.* 'he technique was then applied to the calcu-
lation of uniform parallel flow from a Mach 3.0 nozzle exhausting into a
vacuum with throat Reynolds numbers of 25 and 100.
The results of the analytical program indicated that non-continuum flow
L effects do not have a significant influence on any of the flowfield parameters,
except temperature, for n zzles of throat Reynolds numbers down to at least
25. The temperatures were found to display non-continuum effects in much
Ithe same fashion as predicted previously by several investigations for spherical
source flow. For the usual high Reynolds number jet exhausting into a vacuum,
however, these effects occur at very low values .)f temperature and, therefore,
have little effect on the energy con + ent and flow rr the gas.
IA detailed description of the analytical investigations is given in Appendix A.
Reference 1 in Appendix A.
2
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To verify the findings of the analytical investigation, an experimental
program was undertaken to detect departures from continuum flow in the
flow field of an axisymmetric jet exhausting into a vacuum. A number of
basic difficulties were encountered in the attempt to verify the results of
the analytical program. If transition flow occurs in the hypersonic flow
region, where the terminal velocity has been reached and the streamlines
are straight, the density downstream will be determined solely by the di-
vergence of the straight streamlines. The transition to non-continuum flow
1	 will, therefore, have no effect on the density and velocity field of the jet
plume. In this case, the only discernible effect of transition would be
f in the freezing of static translational temperature. Unfortunately, the
equipment required for measuring the static temperature at very lov,
densities was not available for this investigation. The only flowfielc param-
eter which could be measured with available equipment was the density, which
was measured by electron beam fluorescence. In order to detect an effect
of transition on the density field, the transition to free molecular flow must
commence in the near flow region where there is still strong curvature of
the streamlines. For this to occur, the nozzle Reynolds number must be
very low; that is, the product of source pressure and nozzle diameter must
be very small. For the facilities available at CAL, a practical lower limit
of about 1 torr was imposed on the source pressure. Simultaneously, a
lower limit of about 1 inch was imposed on the nozzle radius for resolution
purposes, because the electron beam width was anticipatez to ':e about 0.1 inch.
The experimental nozzle Reynolds number had a lower lirr_it, therefore, of
about 160. Since the analytical flowfield density results failed to show a
significant departure from continuum flow for Reynolds numbers down to
25, the experimental program could not be utilized to verify a predicted
departure from continuum flow. The philosophy of the experimental program
was based, therefore, on either verifying the predicted nondeparture from
continuum flow, or measuring a possible departure from continuum flow that
the analytical method failed to predict.
I
To avoid the problem of bounda •-y layer choking in an expansion nozzle,
it was decided to utilize a sonic orifi. e. In conformance with the limitations
t
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dt•scrihed above, the nozzle diameter was set at 2 inches, with a source
pressure of about 1 Corr. The results of the measurements are presorted
in Figs. 1 and 2 and are compared with continuum inviscid flow calculations.
The density distribution along the axis is shown in Fig. 1. Generally, good
agreement is noted between the measurements and the continuum inviscid
flow calculations, especially as distance from the source is increased.
Near the source, there is some disagreement, along with some apparent
scatter in the data. The entire set of measurements is shown in Fig. 2,
with the results plotted as radial distributions for given distances downstream.
It is seen that strong disagreement exists between the experimental results
and the continuum inviscid calculations off the axis. This is seen also in the
contour plots of Fig. 3. These con 4-ours were obtained by cross plotting and
fairing the data in Figs. 1 and 2. the experimental data points in Fig. 3
are seen to display rather peculiar behavior, especially for p/po = 0.4. It
is not clear whether this behavior is indicative of non-continuum effects, or
whether it is due simply to nonuniformity in the exit plane conditions. This
nonuniformity might be due to three-dimensional effects in the transonic
flow through the orifice. Also, the strong turning back of the 0.4 density
M	 contour indicates possible viscous effects. The results of the experimental
program, therefore, appear to be inconclusive insofar as either verifying
the findings of the analytical study or detecting an unFredicted departure
from continuum flow. The experimental program is de;;cribed in detail in
Appendix B.
Based on the overall results of the analytical and experimental pro-
grams, it is the opinion of this author that non-continuum effects are of
little practical importance in calculating flowfield properties ir. jets exhausting
into a vacuum. Of much more practical importance. ire the non-continuum
effects involved in the impingement of these jets oo objects immersed in the
jet plume. Depending on the size of the object, a significant effect on im-
pingement pressures and heating rates is to be expected. Future studies in
this area are recommended.
4
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NOMENCLATURE
A constant in Eq. (4)
b distance normal to streamline and axial plane (binormal)
f distribution function
F equilibrium distribution function
m molecular mass
M Mach number
n distance normal to streamline in axial plane, also number
density
p pressure = 1/3 (p s + pn + pb); with s, n, or b
	
subscript,
component of pressure or shear stresE as indicated by
subsc ript
Q factor in general moment equation, Eq. (2)
4'IQ defined by Eq. (3)
r radial distance from nozzle axis
r radial distance from point source divided by sonic radius
R nozzle exit radius
R gas constant
S distance alon; streamline
T temperature = 1/3 (Ts + Tn + Tb); with s, n, or b subscript,
component of temperature defined by T s = Ns/R 9 P, etc.
T temperature normalized to source temp , !:-ature for spherical flow
u mass velocity
x axia.' distance
Greek
distance along characteristic
,l	 viscosity
©	 inclination of streamline
µ	 characteristic angle
v
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NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
molecular velocity; with subscript, component in direction
indicated by subscript
P	 mass density = m n
T	 tang
Subscripts
s, n, or b
t
0
cc
components corresponding to s, n, or b directions
shear stress
source or chamber conditions
conditions immediately upstream of sharp corner turn
vi
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION
Flowfield definition of gaseous jets exhausting into a vacuum has been
of increasing Interest in recent years due to the use on space vehicles of
small reaction motors in attitude control and maneuvering, and due to the
	
I I	 practice of purging or venting unused propellants or liquid wastes froin space
vehicles into the surrounding space environment. The resulting jet plumes
may impinge on surrounding vehicle surfaces and thus cause heating and
pressure loads and surface contamination. Another consideration is environ-
mental contamination due to particle cloud formation which may interfere with
various optical experiments.
Gaseous jets exhausting into a vacuum expand to such low densities that
the intermolecular collision processes are unable to sustain thermodynamic
	
I	 equilibrium. Therefore, the various temperatures associated Nvith internal
energy states tend to "freeze" at some limiting finite value rather than
proceeding toward zero as in the equilibrium case. This effect has been
investigated analytically by Hamel and Willis (Ref. 1) and Edwards and Cheng
(Ref. 2) for a monatomic gas in spherical flow from a point source. The
authors of Ref. 1 extended their studies to include polyatomic gases and gas
mixtures in Ref. 3. References 1 and 2 employ simil, ,.r approaches which
iinvolve moments of the Boltzmann equation with a ,olution based on matched
inner and outer asymptotic expansions. The assumption is made that the
	
f	 nonequilibrium effects do not become significant until the flow is hypersonic.I
Both Refs. 1 and 2 develop equations fc: predicting a freezing static temper-
	
(	 ature and a corresponding limiting Mach number.
In Ref. 4, Edwards and Rogers develop flowfield equations for an axisym-
metric monatomic gaseous jet in hypersonic rarefied flow. These equations
were developed by taking moments of the Boltzmann equation with the B-G-K
approximation. The velocity is assumed constant at the thermodynamic limit.
LMSC/HREC D148961
Based on judicious inspection of the equations, considering the ordering
of terms, etc., it was concluded that for high Reynolds number jets, the far-
field rarefied solution is quite similar to the isentropic (continuum) solution.
This is because, in the near-field region having significant streamline curva-
ture, the flow is still nearly isentropic. When the nonisentropic effects begin
to become significant farther downstream, the mass low velocity is nearly
at the thermodynamic limit and the streamlines are nearly straight; the flow
field variation is therefore dominated by the geometrical divergence of the
straight streamlines. A rigorous solution of the equations in the region of
significant streamline curvature was not attempted.
In this study a solution of a set of rarefied flow equations is obtained
by the method of characteristics for an axisymmetric monatomic gaseous
jet exhausting into a vacuum. The flow equations are obtained in much the
same fashion as in Ref. 4 with the added generality of a variable mass flow
velocity. To allow calculation of the flow around the singular region of a
sharp corner, a set of equations is derived for a "Prandtl-Meyer" type of
corner expansion. The accuracy of the method-of-characteristics solution
is checked by comparing results obtained for a spherical source flow expan-
sion with results obtained by the method of Ref. 1. Calculations are then
made for a Mach 3.0 nozzle with uniform parallel flow at the exit for throat
Reynolds numbers of 25 and 100.
2
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Section 2
ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT
2.1 FLOW EQUATIONS
The Boltzmann equat.an in axisymmetric streamline-normal (intrinsic)
coordinates is
aa
	
I
a9 2 sino l	 a
^s as 	 ^ n an + 
	
^n ( ^s as + C n an) +	 b , r I acs
_	 80	 a9 _ 2 cose
	
a
	
ks s as
	 ^n an 	 b	 r I al
n
^ s sin6+ ^ ncose
	
abf
^b	 r	 a^	 I f 
= ( a t )	 (1)
b	 collisions
where f(s, n, ^ s' ^ n
, 
^ b) is the distribution function of molecular velocities;
s, n and b are, respectively, the positional coordinates along the streamlines,
normal to both the streamline and the axial plane, and normal to the stream-
line in the axial plane; ^s ,
 6n and ^b are the molecular velocities in the s,
n and b directions; 9 is the inclination of the streamline relative to the axis;
r is the radial distance from the axis; and (600 collisionsis rate of change
of f due to collisions.
Flowfield equations in terms of certain physically meaningful moments
1	 of the distribution function are obtained by taking moments of the Boltzmann
equation. This is accomplished by multiplying Eq. (1) by some factor,
Q( ^s' ^n' ^b ) and integrating over all velocities. The general form of the
(	
resulting moment equation is
l
3
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C llr O + ^ + os) f f ^ s Q d3
+	 _ +fEQ d3^(cos"r	 fin)	 n
_ 	 a© +	 ae + sin© 2 _	 fd 3(^2
	 ^n an	 sn s	 r fi b)
aQ_
 
ads
+
	 C
2 ao	 ao _ coso 2 aQ	 3
^s as + ^s ^n'	 r fi b ) a^n f d
+ b^ sino + ^ cosh) f 8Q d3=p(2)f	 (^s b
whe re
pQ= 
f Q (-6—f) collisions
d3
	
(3}
The following moments of the distribution function will be considered
as the variables describing the flow field:
p 	 f f d 3
u= P f s f d3^
p s =m J (^s-u)2fd3
P n = m f ^ n f d3^
4
	
-	 - 
k -
 -
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p b = mf^bf d3^
i
(	 pt = m f (^ s - u) n f d3^
f
where m is molecular mass; p is density; u is mass flow velocity; p , p ,S n
and Pb are static pressure components in the s, n, and b directions; and pt
is the shear stress along the surface of revolution described by rotating the
streamline around the axis. All higher moments (heat flux, etc.) are assumed
zero. The justification for neglecting these higher moments is that, at Mach
numbers much greater than unity, the terms conta i ning the higher moments
in the moment equations ar- negligible compared to the terms containing the
lower moments (Ref. 4).
For moments where Q is a collision invariant, i.e., molecular mass,
m; linear momentum, m ^ s m n , or m ^ b; or energy, 1/2 m(^ s + b+ b);
the integral n^Q is equal to zero regardless of the farm of the collision term,
(bf/St)collisions* For general Q some simplifying assumption regarling
the form of the collision term must be made ia order to evaluate iIQ in alge-
braic terms.
Edwards and Rogers ( Ref. 4) employed the B- G- K approximation ( Ref. 5)
to the collision term:
(
bf	
= A n(F - f)
bt
collisions
where A is a constant, n is the number density (molecules per unit volume),
and F is the equilibrium distribution function. Edwards and Rogers derived
their equations letting the value of A remain unspecified. The B-G-K approxi-
mation is also employed in the present study. Since this study is concerned with
(4)
1
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esse ntially a viscous flow problem, however, a value of A is specified such
that the second order moment equations reduce to the Navier-Stokes shear
,tress-viscosity relationship rear equilibrium. (If this were a heat transfer
problem, A would be chosen such that the third order moment equations reduce
1.
to the Navier-Stokes heat transfer-thermal conductivity relationships.) The
present An is thus specified to be p/77 where P= 1/3 (p s + Pn + pb ) and q is
I
viscosity. The use of Holway's ellipsoidal statistical model (Pef. 6) or the
exact solution for Maxwell molecules (inverse fifth power repulsion) leads to
the same result.
Bar setting Q equal to m, m ^ s , m ^ n , m ^ 2 , m ^ n, m ^ b, and m ^ s^ n in
the general moment equation (Eq. (2)), a set of seven first order quasi-linear
par.ial differential equations is obtained in terms of the seven flow param-
eters p, u, Ps' Pn' P b' Pt and 8,whcre 0 is the inclination of the streamline
to the axis. These equations are listed as follows:
Q =m
1 aP + 1 au + aP + sins = 0	 (5)
i
P ci s	 u as	 an	 r
Q = m^s
a Ps a p t	 au	 a o 	 o	 sin0	 toss
as + an + Pu as	 2 pt as +GP s - pn) do + r (p s - p b) +	 r Pt = 0	 (b)
Q = m^ n
I_	 8PaPn +	 t + Pu 2 ae + 2 p ae + (p - p ) a0 + Cos') (p -
 
Pb) + sin-0 
P = 0	 (7)
an	 as	 as	 t an	 s	 r_ as	 _	 n	 b	 r	 t
6
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2Q = ins
C p s	 a u	 a0	 au	 80	 sin 0*
u-6-s-- + 3 ps as h p  U an + 2 pt an - 2 pt u as + r	 i p  - ^ (p - p s ) = 0 (8)
D = nn t 2
a pn 	 au	 00	 a0	 sin0	 _
u 
--(Ts
	 p  ^s + 3 P  u an + 4 Pt u as + r u Pn	 (p - pn) - 0	 (9)
2
Q mob
a
u apb + Pb as + Pb u 8© + 3 sl ©r u Pb 17
	
)	 0	 (10)(P - Pb = 
Q = rn^ s^n
a p t	 au	 a0	 ED
u as + 2 p t as + z p t u an + ( 2 p s - pn ) u as + p 
a u	 sin©
r an + r u pt + ^ p+ = 0 (11)
In addition to the above equations, an energy equation may be obtained
	
by setting Q2 = 1/2 Z (^  
s 
+ 2	 2 or by simply adding the moment equations
for Q = m 5 s , m ^ n , and m b, After some manipulations involving combi-
nations with the moment equations for Q = m and m ^ s , the following is
obtained:
a ( 3p  + p  + Pb + u 2 ) + 2 ( cosd _ a0 + 2- ) (u
	 = 0	 (12)as	 p	 pu	 r	 as	 an	 t
For p t = 0, the quantity 3ps + PP + Pb + u2 is seen to be conserved along
streamlines. This quantity is obviously analogous to the total enthalpy of
continuum fluid dynamics. Although Eq. (12) is not used in the solution for
the flowfield variables, it can be used as a check on the solution for p t = 0.
V7
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2.2 MF.TIIOD-OF-CHARACTERISTICS SOLUTION
The flowfield equations (Eqs. (5)-(11)) developed in the preceding section
form a hyperbolic set which may be solved numerically by the method of char-
acteristics as described in Ref. 7. As a first approach, pt was set equal to
zero, thus reducing the set of equations and variables from seven to six. The
slope, T = tanµ, of the characteristic curve C with respect to the streamline
Tnnoc.nt
s
s is found by solving the following determinate set equal to zero:
T 1 0 0 0 0 0
1T I T P u 0 T Pb 3Tps T pn
-1 -(p s - pn ) 2T(Pu	 + p s -pn ) -pb u -p s u -3 pnu
0 T 0 0 Tu 0
0 0 -1 0 0 T u
0 0 0 Tu 0 0
= 0	 (13)
or	 2	 1/2Pn
3	 +Pn  P u2 - 3p T = 0 and	 T = +	 2	 (14)
P u + P s - Pn )
8
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The compatibility relations along the characteristic curve for T = 0 (along
the streall1linL-) are
a Ps	 1	 2	 au	 (p s - Pn ) ap	 sin 0
au
u (Pu - ps
 + pn) ^ -
	 P	 a + r - (pn - p b ) = 0 (1 5)
- Pb ^^ + 2 s l 6r P b uP (p - Pb ) = 0	 (16)TI
a P s	 P s au P s ap
-F^- + 2 u 
a^ - P U-^  u^ (P - P s ) = 0
ap n 
	 Pn au
	 Pn ap	 sin0
_P
- 2 u a^ - 3 P	 - 2 r Pn uq (P - Pn ) = 0	 (18)
The compatibility relations for T / 0 are
2
s inp
P2 
+ (P u 2 - 3 p ) (P u 2 + P + 2 P ) a 6 + p u - 3 ps a PnPn	 	 s	 s	 n ^^	 cosµ Pn a
+ sir 0 (p u 2 - 3 Ps + Pb) + cos6rtanp (P u2 - 3 ps) Pn - Pb
Pn
_	 2	 P - Pn
	
url p - p s + (p u - 3 ps) P
	
= 0	 (19)
L	 n
For p t
 :^ 0, T is obtained from
(17)
9
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0
F
aN
f]' ^C
o a ^ 0 0 0 ^
^ N
a'N`
. N
F-
R.
M
o ^ a o ^ 0 0
y
a
^^
a.
N f
O
a Fly
O O O	 Eq. (20)
M
o a a o o ^ o
r—^
a
N
O O
n_
O i O
N
7
L
_Q
^	 i
a
o Q +" ^- o o
^-
a
F-
N_
10
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or T 0 and
(P u2 - Ps)(P u2 - 3 p s ) r4 +4 pt (2P u 2 - 3 ps)'r3
-2pn (2pu 2 -3p s )- 6pt
J
r 2 -12 pt pn r+3Pn = 0	 (21)C
This fourth-degree polynomial will require a numerical solution to extract
its four roots. This should be no problem, however, unless the roots are
no g
 all real. Assuming pt is negligible except where differentiated, the
following nonzero roots are obtained:
7 = +
	 3--^ n and +	 2n	 (22)
Pu - 3p s 	Pu 
-Ps
For -r = 0, the following compatibility relations are obtained
-	 1 -^ +2u	 u p b P S1r0 u Pb	 (P - Pb) = 0
^	 ^	 _ P
ap s au Ps a ae
2
Pt	 u ap	 Pt	 a Ptu + 2 Ps
- 4 Pt	 Pn a^ -
(p, - 4 P
n	 P a S	 - 2 Pn u
)
2 2
P	 (
+ 2 sinO u -
	 -	 p - p sPn + 2	 =	 0	 (24)
 )
pn
a Pn
u -^
au
-2pn^7 3()
tu-7 - 3pn u p7
1 ap	 sine
	 -
- 2	 upn	 (P-Pn)=0	 (25)r
For t / 0 the compatibility relation is
(23)
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2.3 CORNER EXPANSION EQUATIONS
The usual finite-difference method-of-characteristics equations cannot
be applied directly to calculate the variation in flow properties about a
singular point such as a sharp-corner turn. It is necessary, therefore, to
develop a special set of "Prandtl-Meyer" type relations for this purpose.
Consider the following rounded-corner turn:
A ^L
P
oo
 \	 i
i	
_'1
P'	 j
P it
00
where the streamline characteristic, ^ s , follows the corner boundary, and
^R and 
^L follow right and left- running characteristics. The solution of the
corner expansion problem is obtained by using the method of characteristics
to obtain the properties at the point P" from the previously established prop-
erties at P and P', and then allowing d and A6 to approach zero. The stream-
line characteristic equations (Eqs. (15) - (18)) can be trarsformed as follows:
13
I
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dp S +
	2 _
+	 (pt ^ 	 ps {	 p n )
du _	 ( P s p n^ dp
+
sin 	
(°	 p^ -	 b^ = 0	 (27)dd0
	
u dd0 P 6dO r	 n
d Pb
P
_P
+ 2 in © P b -	 71 (P - P b )	 =	 0 (28 )6dO	 P	 d0b
+ 2 us -	 P b -	 )7 (P - P 8 )	 =	 0 (29)6dO 6d0 ©
dPn - 2	 Pn 	 du	 - 3 Pn dp
-	
2 sin0	 P _	 P	 (P	 - P	 )	 = 0	 (30)bd0
	
u	 6d0 P 6dO r	 n ui7	 n
Multiplying these equations by 6 and allowing 6 to approach zero yields:
d
des + (Pu2 p s + p n ) ud0 - (P s - Pn) pdA = 0	 (31)
d P b _	 dp
0dO	 pb pdO 
d p 	
P
dO + 2Ps ud0	 ps pd0	 0	 (33)
d
dOn	 2 Pn dO	 3 p  pd6 = 0	 (34)
Equations (32) through (34) can be integrated as follows:
Pb	 P_ 	 (35)
P	 P00	 00
P S	 P/P, (36)POO	 (u/ 00)2
14
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Pn
(
2
l
3
Poo `uon / GE.
(37)
where the 0c subscript refers to conditions immediately prior to turning
the corner.	 Combining Eqs. (31) and (33) yields:
_ 3p 
	
Pn
+
du	 Pn d 	 (38)C 1
	
'u
 + p 
u2 u 	 Pu2 p	
0
Assuming (3 p  - p n )/Pu 2 << 1 and considering Eq. (37) allows the following
simplification:
^	 Pdu +	 002 P d2 _ 0	 (39)
PQ,u00 p00
integrating and defining
2
M2 = 3 Pxuw
00	 5	 p
00
yields:
i	
}2
u	
exp	
3	 [12	 1 P / J	 (40)00 10M00	 oo	 I
Applying Eq. (40) to Eq9. (35),(36) and (37), results in four equations de-
fining P s , Pn, P b , and u in terms of p. This provides four of the five
required equations for finding P s , P n , Pb , u and P in terms of 6. The
fifth equation is obtained from the left- running characteristic equation and
the variation of properties along A, L (P' P").
It can be shown that the variation in properties along the right-running
characteristic 4 R is negligible compare d t o the variation along ^ L. Consider
the point P. The curves PAP, P 1 R and P P are the streamline, left- running,
cc
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and right-running characteristics, respectively, passing through P. The point
P is an imaginary point having the same properties and, hence, the same slope
of the right-running characteristic as P. Neglecting relaxation terms, there-
fore, which is permissible for dimensions much smaller than the relaxation
distance uil/p, the propr • rties at P may be considered to be determined solely
by the properties at P , P' . and P. Because of the initial uniformity of the
00	 Cr_
flow, the propertie; at P , P' , and P" are identical; and by stipulation P is
	
_	 00	 00	 00
identical to P. The pro p erties of P' are determined by the properties at P I
1	 00
P^ , and P which are identical to the properties at Pte, P,00 and P, respectively.
The properties at P' therefore, are identical to the properties at P. As A0
approaches zero, A ^L approaches b d9/(2 cosh!). The left - running charac-
teristic equation (Eq. (19) ) can be transformed as follows:
	
s in
	
n	 s	 s
	
P + (P u2 -3p ) (Pu2+p+2p	 d0
	
P	 ni1	 6d0 (2cos p)
2
+	
(Pu(Pu s{1 p 
p s )	 dp n
	
+ 
si=0
	 2+ pb	 s- 3 p)
	
n	 d d0^(2 cost)
cos 0 s ing	 Z	 ( p 	 P b )	 p	 (	 2	 P- P 
	
+ rcosp	 ( P u - 3ps)	 P	 - u	 p - P s +(Pu -3p s )	 P	 -0	 (41)
n	 ^ L	 n'
Multiplying by S and allowing d to approach zero yields, after some rearranging:
2	 +2
	
d	
CP 
2 + 1-3 
Ps2 
l+p s 
2Pn
	
Pn - - sinp cosh
	
^Pu	 Pu	 Pu	 d0
	
2 -	 p
	
Pu	 3 s1-	 2
Pu
(42)
Assumingl p	 Pn2	 3	 s 2 , andPu	 P P s + 2 pn--- 2	 « 1Pu allows the simplification:
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dp
n
- sing cos g dAPut
Since, for high velocity flow. tan	
n
g y	 3p /puZ
3Z	
1sing =	 cosg =	 —
1	
32n	
1 3P
Pu	 pu
and Eq. (43) can be expressed:
Cd p n _ _ 	 d6Pu t	 3 p 
1-	 Z
Pu
As was found from the preceding results with the streamline equations, it is
convenient to express all properties in terms of P. Applying Eqs. (35), ( 36),
(37) and (40) to (45) yields:
Z23	
_ Z	
(
P
	_	 9 
( Pj	 d	 (46)d 0	
-,/-5M 00 1	 5M Z ` Px)	 1 5 MZ ` P	 o o00	 00
which, forM 2 >> 1 , and, since p1 p^ : 1, can be simplified to:
dA = -	 3	 oP	 '4?)
.%/-5M	 r
o^
1
(43)
(44)
(45)
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Integrating yields:
0= 0 +	 3	 I1 - (.H 1	 (48)
00 V5 M t	 X J
00
Eqs. (35), (36), (37), (40) and (48) are the five equations required for
finding the variation of ps' pn' Pb' p and u with respect to 6. These equa-
tions, as mentioned previously, were obtained from characteristic equations
which were, in turn, obtained from a set of partial differential equations in
which the assumptions were made that the shear stress and all higher moments
(heat flux, etc.) were negligible. 'T'hese assumptions cannot be expected to be as
valid in the singular region about a sharp-corner turn as one would expect
them to be in the mainstream. Nevertheless, these equations do provide a
means of negotiating the corner turn. Furthermore, any peculiarities in the
flow in the immediate vicinity of the sharp corner will be overridden by the
mainstream flow after a few relaxation distances downstream of the corner.
Moreover, in a real nozzle, a perfectly sharp corner does not exit, and, in
addition, a boundary layer would be present to further round the flow about the
corner.
2.4 NUMERICAL SOLUTION
The characteristics equations (Eqs. (15) through (19)) for p t = 0 were
cd in finite difference form and programmed for a numerical solution for
an axisymmetric ,let exhausting into a vacuum. The corner expansion equa-
tions (Eqs. (35) through (37), (40) and (48))were used to calculate the variation
in flow p roperties around the nozzle lip. The numerical integration proc--dure
for a typical interior point is illustrated as follows:
18
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The properties at P 3 are calculated from the known properties at P 1 and P2.
For the first iteration, the position of P 3 is calculated from the slope of the
left-running characteristic at P 1 and the right-running characteristic at P2.
^.	 The streamline characteristic is then traced back from P 3 by bisecting the
angle L P, P 3 P2 - The properties at P 12 are then found by linear interpolation
between P 1 and P.. For the first iteration, the average properties along the
step distances P 1 P 3 , P 12 P 3 , and P 2 P 3 are assumed to be the same as at P1,
P 12 , and P 2 , resp?ctively. For succeeding iterations, the average slopes of
the characteristics lines and the average properties along the step distances
are taken from the values calculated during the preceding iteration. A total
of six iterations are made for each point. For numerical stability, the step
sizes P 1 P 3 , P 2 P 3 , and P 12 P3 must be less than the relaxation distance uTI/p.
A listing of the computer program is given in the Appendix,
19
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Section 3
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Before applying the calculation procedure developed in the preceding
_	 sectioi.s co a nozzle expansion, the accuracy of the technique was checked by
r-
	 application to the spherical sourcr flow expansion investigated by Hamel and
Willis (Ref. 1). The computer program (Appendix) was modified for calcula-
tion along a single ray running at a 45-deg angle to the axis. Spherical sym-
metry was imposed with the ray being a streamline. The properties at the
starting location were taken from a continuum solution for spherical flow.
Several different calculations were made in which the starting location and
the step size were varied. It was found that so long as the step size was
maintained smaller than that required for stability, the influence of step size
on accuracy was negligible. The choice of starting location, however, was
found to be considerably more important. The starting location must be
chosen such that the flow is still near thermodynamic equilibrium. If this
is not done, the calculated properties will initially lag behind the actual prop-
erties and, due to the rapid pace of the expansion process coupled with the
continual decrease in magnitude of the relaxation terms, the calculated values
will be unable to overtake the actual values. Shown in Fig. 1 are the method-
of-characteristics calculated normalized temperatures, T s = P s /p and T  =
P e /p, where the properties denoted by the tilde are normalized to source con-
ditions, compared with the calculations of Hamel and Willis. The source
Reynolds number is given here in terms of an inverse source Knudsen number
Kn DI , of 1000 based on an equivalent free-jet orifice diameter (see Hamel and
Willis). The distance, r, from the source is normalized to the sonic source
radius. For hard sphere molecules (TI a T 1/2), the present results for both
T s and T  are seen to compare very closely with Hamel and Willis. Fair
agreement is obtained for Maxwell molecules (T I a T). The differences
between the present results and Hamel and Willis do not appear to be due to
a.0
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numerical errors in the method-of-characteristics calculations, since, as
mentioned previously, essentially the same results were obtained for various
step sizes. Also, the starting location was chosen close enough to the source
such that no significant errors were introduced by the choice of starting
location. The possibility exists that the use of inviscid conditions (T s = Tn)
at the starting location introduces a significant error which is never com-
pletely dissipated regardless of the position of the starting location. Also,
h.amel and Willis' results were based on a constant -velocity equal to the ther-
modynamic limit, and used a totally different mathematical approach. It is
not clear at this time, therefore, which method provides the greatest accuracy
for this particular application.
After establishing at least a reasonable degree of accuracy for the analy-
tical technique, the method was applied to a nozzle expansion with uniform
parallel flow at the exit with no boundary layer. There is no problem in this
case with the starting values, as was encountered with spherical flow, because
the uniform parallel flow initial conditions requires that the pressure com-
ponents be initially equal. Shown in Fig. 2 is a plot of density contours for
throat Reynolds numbers, Re 'k of 25 and 100 compared to continuum inviscid
flow. The continuum inviscid calculations were made using the computer
program described in Ref. 8. These density contours were obtained by cross
plotting and interpolating along the characteristics curves. The two rarefied
flow cases are seen to compare very closely with the continuum inviscid case.
A comparison is not shown for PIP CO
 = 0.001 because the continuum inviscid
solution began to break down in this region. Slight differences are noted near
the high curvature point:; on the contours. These small differences, however,
may be due to the error:; in the numerical calculations being accentuated in
this high curvature region. Also, the corner expansion equation may intro-
duce small errors which are propagated outward in this fashion. It was
mentioned previously in the derivation of the corner expansion equations
that the assumptions of zero shear stress and heat flux could not be considered
very accurate in the neighborhood of a sharp corner turn.
21
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Another perspective of the density variation is seen in the axial distri-
bution shown in Fig. 3 and in the radial distribution shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 3
both the rarefied flow cases and the continuum inviscid case are compared
to a faired straight line of slope equal to -2. Both the rarefied flow cases and
the continuum inviscid case should approach a straight line of this slope in
the outer l i mit. Close agreement is observed between the rarefied flow cases
and the continuum inviscid case, and both are seen to lie very close to the
faired line. The radial distribution in Fig. 4 is shown out to the outer limit
of the calculations. These calculations break down as the characteristic angle
g approaches zero; therefore, the last data points are very close to the p' me
boundary. Fairly close agreement is again shown in the rarefied flow cases
and the continuum inviscid case.
The axial temperature distribution, for both T s	 nand T , is shown in Fig.
5. On the axis, T  is identical to T n . T s is seen to depart from continuum,
inviscid flow and approach a constant as the distance is increased. T_, how-
ever, remains very close t o continuum inviscid. The radial temperature dis-
tribution for T s , T n , and T  is shown in Fig. 6. At this axial location, T s has
already departed significantly from continuum inviscid flow on the axis (Fig. 5).
As the radial position is increased, T
s 
remains somewhat constant. T and
T  are initially equal on the axis, and, as r/R increases, T  decreases con-
tinuously, with T  lagging somewhat behind.
22
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Section 4
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
These results indicate that non-continuum flow effects do not have a
very large influence on any of the Lowfield parameters, except temperature,
for nozzles of throat Reynolds numbers down to at least 25. This is true
even out in the far field where extremely low densities are encountered. For
high Reynolds number nozzles, where non-continuum effects do not become
manifest until the flow is hypersonic (velocity is nearly at the the rmodynamic
limit and the streamlines are nearly straight), the density field downstream
is determined solely by the geometrical divergence of the straight streamlines.
The density field, therefore, is unaffected by transition from continuum flow.
Even for the very low Reynolds number nozzles investigated herein, the density
field does not appear to be affected significantly by transition to non-continuum
flow.
The temperatures were found to display non-continuum effects in much
the same fashion as predicted previously for spherical source flow; i.e., the
parallel component, T s , approaches a limiting finite value while the perpendic-
ular components, T  and T b , continue to approach zero. For the usual high
Reynolds number jet exhausting into a vacuum, however, these effects occur
at very low values of temperature, and, therefore, have little effect on the
energy content and flow of the gas.
These studies were based on the assumptions of zero shear stress and
heat transfer. For very low Reynolds number nozzles, e.g., microthrusters,
shear stress will cause considerable boundary layer buildup within the nozzle,
even to the point of preventing supersonic flow. Outside of the nozzle, the
shear stress will be greatly reduced due to the absence of a material surface
boundary. It would be enlightening, however, to program the shear stress
23
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solution described in Srction 2.2 of this report so that an accurate determi-
ination c;in be made of the magnitude of shear stress in the external flow field
:it low densities.
Since most gases of interest are not monatomic, a natural extension of
these studies would be to include internal energy modes, particularly for
diatomic molecules. A particularly simple way of accomplishing this woi.id
be to assume an internal energy component in thermodynamic equilibriumn
with the random translational energy. This would require no addit^-
iables to describe the flow field. Another step would be to consider internal
energy modes not in equilibrium with the random translational energy. This
would require additional variables for each mode included, with relaxation
constants to effect the coupling with the translational mode.
r
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Appendix
COMPUTER PROGRAM
A computer program was written in Fortran. IV language for use on the
CDC 3200 digital computer. This program was developed to calculate the
f	 plume flow field for an axisymmetric nozzle with uniform parallel flow at
the exit plane. The calculations are made along right-running characteristics
from the nozzle lip to the jet axis. The program output lists the properties
at each point on the characteristic line as they are calculated. The input and
output variables are given as follows as they appear in the program.
Input Variables
MO	 Mach number at exit plane
RESTAR	 throat Reynolds number, Re y = P uyry/P
NDEL	 number step - along first characteristic
Output Variables
H	 3 T s + T  + T  + u2
MASS	 total rate of mass flow over the characteristic surface
normalized to R2 P 0 TO
MINDEX	 number identifying characteristic line
MU	 characteristic angle, p
P	 p = 1 / 3 (p s + p  + Pb)
PB, PS, PN
	
pressure components, Pb' Ps' Pn normalized to chamberpressure p 0
i	 R	 radial position, r, normalized to exit radius, R
RHO	 density P normalized to chamber density Po
T	 T= 1/3(T`.+Tn+Tb)
TB, TS, TN
	
temperature :omponents, T b , T s , T  normalized to chamber
(	 temperature T 0
A-1
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THETA	 inclination 6 of streamline
U	 mass flow velocity, u, normalized to PO/Po
X	 axial distance, x, normalized to exit radius, R
The program, including a sample page of output, is listed on the following
pages.
f
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RE AL M0 . Mu , MU 3 • MASS . mAL.)^, 1 . MU30
C O M MON I'H I (F3, 7OU, 2) . Ct)NST
(-.w,'Mr;N/nA T A, / ;
r)ATA ( r,=k.,*64-7)
C
	**	 X=PH1(1•L*M).R=PHI(?IL9M).THETA=PHI(34L.M),RHO=PHI(4.L,M),
	
C **	 U= P HI(S.L. (A )sP S=PHI(6.L•Y),PN=PHI(7,L,M)9PB=PHI(69L9`1)
r
1. FOR "rAT(?FI0e49 110)
15 FOPMAT(1H192X5HMC = F7.392X9HRESTAR = F7.1.2X7HNDEL = 14)
20 FORMAT(//IX91HX92Y.E10.3.5X,1Hk9 2X.E1G.3.5X.5HTHETA.IX.E10.3.
1 5X•3HRHOOIX,E1G.3.5X,1HUlIX+E10.3,/1X,2HPS.1X.E1C.3.bX,2rlPr,sIX9
2 LlU.395X,2HPB.4X,E1G.3•SX91HP.3X.E10.3/1X•2HTS.1X.E10.39
3 SX.2HTtJ.1X.ElC &3t5X.?HTB94XoE10.395X9lHT93X9El0o-. /lXo2HMl,', 1X,
4 EI0o3.^X. lHH,2X,FI3*n)
6 " FORMAT(//1,- X9HMINDFX = 13)
1C^ r.+F"A^(E,'-• I")r ,l7oPEcTA7, ,nd FL
VIRITF(61.19)MC•RFSTARoNDFL
( 1	 0-*M('/3.0 )
4RATI,3=(1.0/MC)*(0.75*Z)**2
r,,)=1.^/Z**2.5
UCH=MC* ;URT ( (^ .:J/3.0) *PO/RHOO )
CONST=(1.333)**(2.0-5)/1.291*RESTAR*SGRT(ARATIO)
N'G=U .7746*S:.PT(RHOU/PO)-KUO
THTvAX=1.341(- /MC
DFLR= 1 . 1/FLOAT ( NDEL- 1 )
11 I ^J1EX= 1
WPITE ( 61.6C)MINDFX
P=P0
Tc:^=PO/RHOC
TN=TS
TF3=Tc'
T=TS
H=5.0*T+UG**2
N"U3=M(J (RHOl .U DC • PO.PC )
%lU3C=MU3
DO " - I = 1 . t07L
PI-11 (:'.I+ 1)=1.0-FLOA T ( 1-1)*DELR
PHI(l,I+l)=(1.C-PHI(2,Ii1))/TAN(MU(RH009UC9PO.PC))
PF D I(301, 1 )_(.0
r,N I (/I	 I =RHC"
PHI ( I-- * 1 9 1 )=U"
PHI (60141)_^'
PHI(P,1.1) =P;'
2:D '4.RITL( 61920)(Pril(K.I,I).K=1.6),P , TS.TN . Tb.T.MU39H
PHI(l.l•2)=C)eC
DHI(. ^,1•?)=1.0
GO TO 4-11
41,: MIN')F-X=Mit,:DEX+1
L r%A X 1 =NDEL-3 +M I NC)E X
4,RITE(61.6C)MINDEX
DFL T HT =')FLR* S I N (2 of #m(J3-)
PHI(3,1q?)=PHI(391.1)+DELTHT
IF(PHI(`191.r-).GF.THTMAX)411,412
I1 PHI(:?.1.?)=PHI('.1.1)+0.5*(THTMAX-PH_(391s1))
412 PHI(4.1.2)=PHOG*(i.^,-PHI(391.2)/THTN..AX)
C1 =r'H1 (^.• 1 •?)/ 2 IOC
I
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C: -"I  XP (
	 **?*I  1 *0­C 1 * * 2) )
LI HI( r- .Io f') =( Of *C?
PHI(0vI •?)=P :I(l•L/C2**2)*C1
PHI (-$ 1.?)= IBC; *C2**2*C1** )
PHI (F.., 1 •?) =PUKC1
h'L l 3=Ml (PHI (4.1.:_' ) Wfi I ( ri, 192) ,PHI (6, 1,2),PFlI (7, 1,2) )
IFf'tl)^.F Q•0.n)1(-r..41^
41- L=t1
(	 416 P=Wi,I (f).M.;' ) +PHI (7.1s. ?)+PHI (89M92) )/3.0
T'-3= PHI( 6.M.2) /PF,I (49M.2>
(	 TN=F'I,I(7.t!.2)/PAI(4,M.2)
1 	 Tf1=F'HI (Oer'.; )/PlII (4,M92)
T= ( 7 1 +TPi+TH ) / 3. 0
=,'H1 (F9Me2)
J
H=.	 )t!-T`,+TN+Tr!+t;**2
Wu3=A1^.(PHI (4,'x^,2 ).PHI (5•M12) .PHI (6,1*1",2),PHI (7„u1.2) )
ti''-'ITE(6192C) (PHI (:<.v..?) ,K=1 ,8) ,P,TS,TN.TLj,T.N.U3,H
IF(L.r_09(')<<1d,41R
4 1 r- nc 47 ( K= 1 , P
4_i.	 F > H1 (;<.L• 1 )=PHI (K .L,?)
IF("u-•LC.' •0)410.419
41 0 I'_(L.GE•LiM AX1 )422'.421
4P  L=L+1
(	 ^"=L+1
1	 CALL CALCIJ(L+1,1,L92,L+1,2,2)
I	 r0 TO 416
422 I F( L.C (:.Lh'AX1 )4?49427(	 424 .CALL CALCL'(LP;^AX1+1919LN'AX1+1,2•LMAX1+29293)
(+	 L=L"AX1 +1
=L+)
r,O TO 416
4?^ L =L' 'AX 1+2
DO 426 K=1
4?f: PHI (K,L , 1) = P- 1 ( h"L,^ )
471 N=3
MA_^>=<
XF=(PHI(1,3,1)+PHI(1.a.1))/2.0
XI=n^(7
CALL Flt )P %I AS ( N I .X I`7 .XI, I'^ASSI )
VAr,c.=r.n. C'+'.'f
- c^c I
L'" A X'=N1)FL- r + %I I NnFX
PO 4 c '_ I =I .LrfAXq
t != I+_Z
X.F= ( PHI t 1 9N', 1 )+PHI ( I ,NI-1 , 1) >/2.0
XI=(PHI(l,t4-2,1)+PHI(I,N-1,1))/2.0
Cl-ILL
^I=LMAXI+4
X r7 = PH 1( 1 o r I
 1 1
xI=(nH1 (1,^•-2,1) +PHI(l.N-1,1))/2.0
CALL ;1 Ai I-'A:;(N9 X ,XI 9MASSI >
I	 VA`_,F= n'.A-c"S+`•1AS.-,I
!I! Pl TF ( 61 .7 )K1AC,r,
7 F0R" AT(//IX -►Hh'ASS = X1093)
C.0 T ;'^ 4 1 (,
_, ,,H:10L.TINE CALC^ (I_1, '1,L2,,42,L3,',,3,I TYPE I
A-4
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C.
C #+^	 ITYrjE=Iit)PPER HOUNUAPY*1 TYPE= 2•1raTERI OP* I TYPE = 3.AXIS
r
C ) `"( , N PH I( R • 7()Cj . 2 ) . Cr)N7-,T
C01 , r'()PI/DATA/c,
r
^. «* X=PHI c I.L%I V, %P PHI (29LgV	 THETA=PHI (39L•M).RHO=PHI (4.L. A)
C
	
U - F'HI (`_+•L 9 1.4 9F i=PHI (6-1L•"4 9 FIN =PHI ( 7•L914	 PEI =PHI (Ei•L•1•I)
I	
r
):PAL Vul -v MtI 1. r' tT9MWI 4Mt!I,^•MU13•MU230MU1239K19K29K3•K49K5.K6
X1=Fill ( 1 9 L I
	 N '1 )
X2 =PflI ( I .L22 NI,' )
THF_TA1=PH1 (7.L19 v l )
THE- TD.?=PHT (3gL?9h'?i
PH')1 = M H1 (4.1.1 .Ml )
i	 U1-nFCi cti.Ll.rr l )
1)?=PHI(r.L?•M?)
P'^1=PH1 (6.L10'l )
PN1= PH1(79LI•MI)
PR12=PH1(79L2•M2)
r PE I
 I=PHI(R9L1•%11)
PI=(F)SI+PNI+F'R1 )/3 0
h'i_I 1, U(kH019U1 9PS1, FI N I )
^'U;?= M k, (I1\/HL • U2 9 P^)2•Pr,.P)
TANI= ;IN(TI IL- TA I+r•1U1 )/r-OS( THE TAI+MUI )
r	 T AN2=;, I r) ( THE.TA2 — MU2) /COS ( THE TA2 — MU2 )
TANP O=')IN(THE.TA2)/CC:^-(THETA2)
DO 1 CID`) I = 1 • 6
i (;r rr)	 3':' .4('.' ) ITYPE
PC,0 y  '=X?
r'I?=P,
THTA1?=T.HPTA2
PH012 =RH02
tJ12 =U'
rsl? =pi?
MN1 ?=nN?
1	 rRI?=P7;?
1,11 1 1 ?=n.111^
rr	
IF( I •(:T• 1)?1"•?per
I	 ^	 cONT INUF
A 1 3= TAN I
A23=TAN?.
GO TO ??u
?1? A13=(TANI+TA	 1)*^.^
A?.3= ( TAN?-3+Tt 3C) *0.5
22' F.)HI(1.l_39N?)=(A134X1—A23*X2+R2—R1)/(A13—A23)
X?=PHI ( 1 9L7*'Al)
PHI(.'.L7•"?)=PI+AIq+(X-I—X1)
R3= PI11c2•L39%13)
rn T 	 =. 1(,
3u.: IF(I.GT•1).310.305
3 . - =, COOT I ­UF
A13=TAN1 A-5
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A? 3=TAN;'
I F ( A R X?-Y.1 ).GT.1.CF-R)3U6.307
F, Al2= (r)' -f?I )/(X2-X1 )
.3 , .7 Ali'_3= 51N((THETAI+MUI+THFTA2-MU2)*0.5)/COS((THETA1+MUI+THETA2-MU2)
1 *0.5)
C,O TO I?r
-31` A1-^=(TV•)I+TAN-'1)*0.^
123=(TA^(2+TAN32)*O .5
if ( Ar' c,(X? -YI ).GT• 1.UE-A)^t 1.31?
^l t Al?=( r1?-Rl i/(X?-XI )
31? Al23=(LIN(THTAl2)/COS(THTAl2)+SIN('iHETA3)/COS(THETti3))*005
PHI (1 •L3.rYI:3)=(A13*X1-A23*X2+P2-R1)/(A13-A23)
X "3 =PHI ( ' . L -W-13 )
P:^I (2.L-j•M3)=RI+A13*(X3-X1 )
(23=PHI (29L30-1 :' )
IF(ARL,(X2-X1).GT.1.C)E-8)321.322
l?1 X1?=(Al;'*X1-41	 41 ?3)
,'rn TO -I?3
72? X12 =Xl
3?3 812=R3+41?3*(<12-X3)
C = (R1?-r11 )/(R?_-R1 )
THTAI2=THFT4I+C*(THFTA2-THETAI)
: <HU 1 ?=RHO 1 +C r (RHG2-r1HO1 )
(il P=t 11+C*(U?-01 )
PN I ?=FA N 1 +C * (PN2-PN 1 )
PHI?=Pal+C*(PP2-PA1)
P12=(P,,12+PN1?+PN12)/3.0
MU1?= ti1,1 (RHO1?.'J1?.P^-1 -^5.PN12)
C,O TO 500
4 , 0 Xl?=Xl
812=n.^
THETAI?=(.)•(%
RHO1?=RHC1
U1?=U1
PS12=Pc1
PN1:-=DNI
PR 1 : =r3R 1
P 12=C'1
PHI(1.L39M3)=X2-R2/TAN2
X "3 = P H 1 ( 19L-10-13)
r-'HI	 L-39V3)=0oG
DF= L13=S(dF.1T((X3-X1) k*2+(R3-R1)**2)
CEL?_3=:3GRT((X3-X2) **2+(R3-R2)**2)
DEL 1"3=`,ORT((X:_3-X12) **2+(R3-kl2t**2)
813=(rzl+(=?)*C.5
8123= (812+P'A)*C•^,
IF(I.GT• 1 )55::.505
CnNTI NUF
THTA13=THETAI
'rHTA?1=THFTA?
Tr-(T1?R=THTT1?_
rHnl?=PHC1
RHOP3=PHO2
G7H C t ^? - r:+^e t
U13=(^1
A-6
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O p -I =U?
11123=U1?
^`.l ?=P51
f > N 1 3 =Pr11
PN123=Dl,l?
f^^' 1 ^' _ ^'^l 1 ?
Pf'1^=nr^1
pn?^=can?
F'fs1 P'= Pl I 
P1?=P1
n;'3- P"
P1^'=P1?
!^ t^ I , = rr 1 1 1
MUi ^ ='^llc
"^l)1 ?3=""lll?
FTA1-1 =FT A(PH("I•P1 )
FTA;?3=FT0 (f'HO2• P ? )
FTAIP-1=FTA (RHO I?•P1?)
r,7 TO FvO
THT413=(THETAI+THETAS)*0.5
THTA 3=(TH^TA2+THETAS)*0.5
THT123=(THTAI2+THETA3)*0.5
PH', 1 -3= r PH0 1 +RriO3) * 0.5
RHO23= ( .-HC2+I: 1103) *C.5
RH:`1?3=(RH01?+RHO3
	
5
U13=(U1+U3)*C.5
U?3= ( IJ p +U3) *C .r,
0123=(U12+U3)*C.5
r"'.1 I= (nr 1+P"-t)*C,ti
P i c 3=	 ) *0,5
PN13=(PN1+PN3)*0.5
P^123= (PN?+P K:3) *'0*9
PN123=(PNI?+PN3)*C.'D
PE31 3= (Pfd1+ DP3) *095
PF32 -1 = (pry?+P13.?) *C or;
PBI?3=(Pgl?_+Pr!3)*0.5
h'C;13=VU( RHC13.U1:3.PSI	 PN1-1)
MU23=MU(RHC239J23•PS239PN23)
V,UI?3 =M U (I. HO123•U1239P51239PN123)
ET A 1'= r TA(PHnl -1 . p i 3)
El 42:3=FTA(RHC?3.P23)
FTAl23=ETA(RH0123•P127)
C C:T HC, = — S I N ( 1^11.2_i ) /PN23* (PN23**2+ ( PHC23*U23**2-3.0*PS23) * ( RHO23*U23**
1 2+rF?3+2.()*('N23) )
Cl-"H I =— (PS 1 ? -A—P r, ' 1 P3) /RHO 123
CR133=—P-,1?3/PH012 3
CRH4 = - 3. ( * PI': I ?'3/RHC 1 2 3
CU1=(pH01?-A*U1?3**?-P512?+PN123)/U123
CU4=-^.0*PN1?3/U123
CP146=(RH023*U23**2-3*0*PS23)/(COS(MU23)*PN23)
K3=PS12+CU3*U12+CPH3*PHO12+P123/U123/ETAl23*(P123—PS123)*0EL123
IF(I TYPE.El).3)f)1C-.605
A-7
ii!
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&,,5 CTHc:)=`IN(MUI3)/PN13*(PN13**2+(RH013*UI3**2-3.0*PS13)*(RH013*U13**2
I +P' I3+P.Ci *PN13) )
C1He^_— Pli12:'/F:HC123
CPNr-i=(~,HO13*U13**?-3.(;*PS13)/(COS(MU13)*PN13)
`^IN1??=_ IN(Th f123)
K l =n'-, l r^^+Cl! 1 *l 1?+CRH 1 *PHO 1? — S 1 N 1 23/R 123* (PN 123—P(31 c 3) * r)EL 1 23
K?=P1±1 +CRHP*PHC12 — (P.O*SIN123/R123*PB123 —PI23/U123/ETAI?3*(P123 -
I PRlP3))*DrL)Pl
K4=PN1?+CU4*U12+CRH4*RH012+(2.0*SIN123/R123*PN123+P123/U123/
I F-TAI;-'*(P1P3—PN123))*,DELI?3
K:' = CTHE*THETAI+CPNS*PN1 — (SIN(THTA13)/R13*(PB13+(R H013*U13**2-3.0*
I Fl_: 1 2)) +CO;, ( T HTA 13) *:SIN (MU 1 3) /R 1 3/CCS (MU 1 3) * C WH01 3*U 1 3* *2-3. 0*PS 1 3
^' )*(PN13 —Pnl 3)/PPJ13—PI3/U13/ETA13*(PI3—PS13+(kHO13*UI3**2-3.0*PS13
.1 ) *(F'I3—PN13)/PNI'3))*nFL13
K6=CTH6*THETA?_+CPN6*PN2—(SIN(THTA23)/R23*(Pb23+(kh023*U23**2-3*0*
1 P;)23))—COS(THTA23)*'IN(MU23)/R23/COS(MU23)*(RH023*U23**2-3.0*PS23
2 )*(PN23—PU?3)/PN23—PP3/U23/ETA23*(P23—PS23+(RH023*U23**2-3.0*PS23
3 )*(P23—PN23)/PN23))*DEL23
GO TC 6F)0
61'• KI=P7)IP+CUI*UI2+CRH1*RHO12
K4=PN12+CU4*1112+CRH4*RH012+(2*0*THETA2/R2*PN123+P123/U123/
1 CTA1P3*(P123—PNI23))*DEL123
K6=CTH6*THETA?+CPN6*PN2—(THETA2/R2*(PB23+(PH023*U23**2-
1 390+PS23))—P23/U23/ETA23*(P23—PS23+(RHO23*U23**2-3.0*PS23
2 )*(P?3—PN23)/PN23))*DFL23
65t GO TO (70C.710472C)ITYPE
7' - 'C' PHI (79L39K3) =PN1P
PN3=PNIP
PHI(IsL3.M3)=(K5—CPNS*PN3 )/CTH5
THETA3=PHI(3oL3•M3)
GC TO 73,•
71`. PHI(7.L39M3)=(K)—CTH5/CTH6*K6)/(CPN5—CTH5/CTH6*CPN6)
PN3=PHI (7vL3 .rA3)
PHI(3.L3.M3)=(K5—CPN5*PN3)/CTH5
THETA3=PHI(39L3.M3)
CC TO 73-0
72C PHI(79L39M3)=K6/CPN6
PN3=PHI(79L3vm3)
PHI(A•L3+M3)=PN:3
rN3=PNi
F'HI ( 3.L"l9v3)=0o0
THETAS=().('.
73(^ PHI(S•L3.(43)=(K1—K3—(CRH1—CRH3)/CRH4*(K4—PN3))/(CUI—CU3—(CRrll—CkH3
1 )/CPH4-KCU4)
U3=PHI (9ol—leM?)
PHI(49L3gM3)_(K4—PN3—CU4*U3)/CRH4
RH03=PHI (44L3•N13)
IF(ITYPL-.E0.3)740g735
735 PHI(89L3%M3)=K2—CRH2*RH03
rFi3=PHI (P9L39M3)
7 1 " PHI(64L3.n13)=K1—CRH1*PH03—CU1*U3
PF -?=PHI (6sL3.M3)
P3=(PS3+PN3+P63)/3.O
MU2=MC)(RH0 3sU3sPS39PNII)
TAN30=SIN(THETA3)/CO5(THETA3)
TA;J3I=SIN(THETA3+MU3)/COS(THETA3+MU3)
TAN3?=SIN(THETA3—MU3)/COS(THETA3—MU3)
1 C01 7' CONTINUE
RETJRN
A-8
Ill
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F ND
1,01iR0UT I NF `AJFIMAS ((v. XF • X I . MASS 1 )
CO("+nN PHI (R 7" 0 9?) •CntiST
RFAL MA.` 1 • 'li• R1UI •MU2.MU'1
X^-rH1t1.N-1.11
PHO I =nH 1 ( 4 * N-2. 1 )
RHO; = p I-1 I c A •N- 1 . 1 1
r`HO"3=PHI (4 •N• 1 )
U  =- HI ( F •(.-2• I )
(JP = PI-II(r,•N-1.1)
U1 = rHI(`'9N91 )
M111=N1U( NHO1.UI.PHI(69N-291)•PHI(7•N-2.1))
Mug =MUlRHO2•U?_•PHI(6•r1-1.1) * PHI (7•N-1.1))
MU3=MLj(PHO.l•Ul,PHI (6•rl• 1) •PHI (7•N• 1) )
A2=(((?3-R2)*(X2-xlj-(R2-R1)*(X3-X2))/((X3**2-X2**2)*(X2-X1)-
(X2*r2-X1^-X1)4(X3-x2))
A1=(P?-k)-(XP-K*P-X1*XI)*A2)/(X2-:<I)
A:)=R I -A 1 *X I -C,2*X I *X 1
(:1 = PHOI*Ul*` 1N(NiI)I)*PI*FCART(1.O+A1*AI+4.0*A1*A2*X1 +4.o*(A2*X1 )*
(Ai^XI))
G2=)<HOP *U2*SIN( Y L)2	 SOP T( 1.O+A1*Al+4.0*A1*A2*X2+4.p*cA2*x2>**2)
Q3=RH0"3*U3-xSIN(MU;3)a(PI*SORT(1.O+A1*Al+4.0*AI*A2*X3+4.0*(A2*X3)**2)
f12=((O:i-02)*(X2-xl)-(02-01)*(X3-X2))/((X3**2-X2**2)*(X2-xl)-
(XP* *2-X1=x1)*(x3-x2))
P1=(()?-01-(X2**P-XI*x1)*B2)/(X2-XI)
r,C=n1-R1*x1-r32*xi*x1
N"ASS1=6.28313*(BO*(XF-XI)+61/2.0*(XF**2-XI*XI)+b2/3.0*(XF**3-
)(I*XI*X)))
rrTURN
END
FUNCTION MU(RHO•U•PS•PN)
r'	 Q(-AL MU
Z=(3.0*PN+PN**2/(PH0*ll*U-3.0*PS))/(RHO *U*U+PS-PN)
(	 1.. MU=ATON(SOPT(7))
I	 rO TO 3(.
M!^=000
((	 ^" CoNT 1•a(F
I	 rr' Tl)C7r,
ff
	 F Nr)
I	 F'UNCT(O"J FTA(r•HO.P)
COMNIGN PH I (R • 70C • 2) • CnNST
C	 AT A/S
r	 FTA=(P/RHO)**_`,/CCNST
RFTUPN
l	 F Nr)
a
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ABSTRACT
A description is presented of an experimental study conducted for the
purpose of measuring gas number density in the "near field" of a iow density
plume at high altitude. Using short-duration testing and measurement
techniques, number densities in helium plumes were determined with the
electron beams fluorescence probe. A description of the instrumentation,
calibration, apparatus and test procedures is given together with a summary
of the test data obtained.
Successful use of unconfined electron beams of six-foot length for
diagnostic application was demonstrated.
i
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of the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y. Technical
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I. INTRODUCTION
The overboard venting of gases, leaks, and th t use of rocket motors
on boosters and spacecraft at high altitude have produced conditions where
large plumes associated with these sources may come into contact with the
vehicle. Thus surface damage as the result of overheating, e---:ess pressure,
or contamination (of critical optical surfaces such as windows or lenses)
may occur. Operational requirements of space and reentry systems presently
under development also may require knowledge of the forces and moments
experienced by bodies enveloped in high-altitude exhaust plumes from rocket
engines during such operations as stage separation and docking.
An important aspect of t:^e general problem of plume-body interaction
relates to the noncontinusm regime of the flow field; that is, in the transi-
tional and free-molecular regions. Analytical techniques have been effectively
applied to the problems of p' ame flow fields in the continuum and, to a
somewhat lesser extent, the free-mc l.ecular regions. The transitional flow	 f
regime has not proved to be as tractable to analytical solution because of
the dearth of pertinent experimental data upon which an analysis could be
formulated and verified.
The Huntsville Research and Engineering Center of Lockheed Missiles
and Space Company (LMSC) undertook the development of analytical techniques
appropriate to the transitional regimes of the plume flow fields under Contract
NAS 8-21490. Under Subcontract Y.60-31555 the Cornell Aeronautical
Laboratory, Inc. (CAL) agreed to perform certain experimental measure-
ments in the plume flow field, under a low-budget program, in support of
the LMSC effort. CAL proposed to employ the short-duration testing
techniques, in which it had done pioneering work, in conjunction with the
electron beam fluorescence probe as the diagnostic tool with which to make
plume flow field measurements. Details of both techniques are included in
subsequent portions of the report.
e 1
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The initial concept of the experimental effort was based on measure-
ment of density, pitot pressure and stagnation heating rates in the low-density,
transitional-flow regime of high-altitude plumes. 	 This flow regime was to
be in	 "far field"	 between	 freethe relatively	 of the plume	 the continuum and	 -
molecular regions of flow.	 A subsequent assessment showed that for the
theoretical analysis developed by LMSC/Huntsville, the aforementioned
parameters, as measured in the straight-streamline region of the plume,
would not provide a valid check of the theory unless gas temperature data
were also available.	 Alternately, if only density war to be measured, these
measurements had to be made in a region of strong curvature in the stream-
lines n,sar the plume source.
"iithin the practical constraints imposed by the test facility, the
diagnostic instrumentation and the density levels in the plume areas of
interest to LMSC/Huntsville, it was determined that gas number density
bewas the only primary aerodynamic plume parameter that could 	 measured.
Accordingly, as a result of conferences among NASA/MSFC,
	
LMSC/
Huntsville and CAL technical personnel, it was decided that the requirements
for the supporting experimental data could best be met by making gas number
density measurements in the near field of a helium plume generated by a
sonic orifice.	 Specific probing locations in the plume near field were
specified by LMSC.
The use of a sonic orifice permitted he1_iu n expansion to occur within
the plume rather than in a nozzle, for example, since the latter situation
would have rr.quired calculation of the nozzle flow field.
This report discusses the experimental arrang.:ment, instrumentation
details as well as the calibration and operational procedures. 	 Test data
are presented in terms of the ratio of gas mass density at specific plume
locations to the gas mass density in the supply reservoir for the sonic orifice.
t
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
I A.	 The Program Plan
The objective of the test program v 3as to measure gas number density
in the near-field region of helium gas plumes emonating from a sonic orifice
at very high altitudes (-350, 000 ft.. ). These measurements were to be made
uc.ng the electron beam fluc.rescence technique in conjunction with short-
duration testing techniques making use of the 13-foot diameter vacuum
chamber.
`
	
	 Helium gas, at approximately room temperature, was to be supplied
to the sonic orifice by a supply tube technique. The overall teat program.,
as specififed by LM SC/ Huntsville, consisted of simultaneous density measure-
ments at six different radial locations within the plume at each of five
different axial locations (a total of five runs and thirty test points). Plume
conditions were to be nominally the same for each test run. Table I lists
the specific locations which were to be probed.
B.	 Plume Generator and 'T'est Facility
Short-duration testing techniques developed at CAL afford a very
economical ineans for the study of high-altitude plumes (Ref. 1). The pliune
source and related hardware are placed within a vacuum chamber which is
evacuated to the pressure altitude required for the test. Tile plume generator
is then rapidiy brought to design operating conditions and sustained for a
period of time adequately long enough to establish the flow field and collect
the necessary measurements (typically five to twenty milliseconds) yet
sufficiently short enough to complete the test before the pressure disturbances
created by the flow are reflected from the chamber end wall to return and
affect the test region. Thus, until such time that the reflected disturbances
are communicated back to the test region, the plume flow field behaves as
if the test chamber was of infinite dimensions.
3
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The plume generator consisted of a supply tube which was approxi-
mately fifty-feet in length and was made up of sections of 2. 75-inch ID tubinp
terminated by a two-inch diameter sonic orifice. A tautly-stretched rubber
l ^ diaphragm'
	from dental dam, separated the or ifice from the supply
tube which was evacuated and filled with helium to a pressure slightly higher
than the desired supply pressure, P o. Upon rupture of the diaphragm, the
centered expansion wave in the supply tube reduced the supply pressure to
^j	 approximately the desired P o level. Actual supply pressures were measured
by pressure tranducers as discussed in a later section of the report.
Subsequent tests showed that a solenoid-actuated diaphragm cutter
(which also provided an electrical trigger signal to synchronize the actuation
of the data-recording equipment with the test event) could not be employed
t	 for this function because of interference of the solenoid magnetic field with
^l	 the electron beam which was only about six-inches distant. A simple,
^j
	vendulum-type device was improvised to break the diaphragm from the
chamber side of the orifice (the solenoid cutter operated from the supply-
tube side of the diaphragm). The perdulum was remotely releaseable by
the burning through of a restraining wire with an electrical current. This
device worked reliably without any appa-ent interference effects and also
provided the required synchronizing signal.
The vacuum chamber, fabricated from cold-rolled steel, is 134eet iii
diameter and approximately 40-feet in overall length. Interior surfaces are
painted with a low vapor pressure epoxy paint to minimize outgasaing
problems that could arise from scaling and rusting steel surfaces. Prior
to this test program, a thorough cleaning of the interior surfaces was
performed.
L
Use of the short duration test technique permits the use of conventional
pumping equipment of modest size to achieve test altitudes corresponding to
pressures of the order 1 x 10 -5 torr since the actual test altitude is that
corresponding to the chamber pressure immediately preceding the test event.
^
i
	
	
Attempts to use high-conductance, fast-operating valves in this application
1	 were unsuccessful because of gas leaks at the very low pressures of helium
needed for this application.
4
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The pumping equipmei,t consists of two Stokes mechanical pumps, two Rooteo
blowers and a 36-inch oil diffusion pump.
C.	 Instrumentation
1.	 Electron Beam Density Probe
If, 	 a.	 Technical Background
The electron beam fluorescence technique was initially
proposed and developed by Schumacher and Gadamer (Ref. 2). It subse-
quently aroused wide-spread interest and sew extensive application to
rarified gas flows initially (see Refs. 3-6, for example) and, later on, to
higher density situc.tions (Refs. 7 and 8).
1
	
	 A narrow, well-collimated beam of high-energy electrons
( --X 20-40 kv) is injected normal to the direction of the flow and through the
Qregion of interest. Inelastic collisions between the beam electrons and the
ga- molecules result in the excitation of a characteristic emission spectrum
of the gas. This fluorescent energy, largely confined to the region of the
beam, is focussed upon an optical slit which is aligned with its long dimension
normal to the beam axis so that a small volume of the radiating gas is sampled.
The current output of the optical detector is then, for a given beam current,
a direct function of the gas number density in the volume sampled. Intensity
Pi	 of fluorescence is also a, function of the beam current used. For the case of
O
the 5016 A line of helium
	 :d in the present instance, the intensity fortu-
nately scales linearly with beam current (Refs. 4 and 9).
Problems arise, somewhat dependent upon the particular
^j	 circumstances of the experiment involved, when operation outside of a
nominal gas number density range (for any one gas) is attempted, At the
very low densities (say less than about 10 -3 torr) the following two factors
are involved: (1) the collection of a sufficient number of photons to provide
a statistically significant measuzement (this especially is a critical limitation
in short duration tests where only a short time interval for signal integration
is available); (2) the presence of an increasingly large ''halo'' around the main
fluorescent beam (either the result of excitation by low-energy secondary
electrons or resonance radiation, see Ref. 9) which may exceed the fir;r i of
r_
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view of the optical detector (resulting ir. a non-proportional detector response)
and v. hich will compromise spatial resolution. At the other end of the density
scale, the following two phenomena are encountered: (1) small-angle scattering
of the primary electrons by inelastic collisions (Ref. 4) causing beam spreading
with effects identical to those ascribed to the "halo'' above; (2) collisional
quenching of the radiation when the molecular collisional frequency (density
and temperature dependent) becomes comparable to the lifetime of the excited
states of the molecules. The latter effect results in a Nonlinear relationship
cet•.keen the intensity of fluorescence and the gas density eventually reaching
a stage where the intensit y becomes insensitive to father density changes.
For the 5016 A line of helium-, quenching effec<< become significant for
densities corresponding to room temperature pressures in excess of 0.25 torr
(Ref. 9). For a mo pe detailed discussion see Section W-A-1.
b.	 The Beam Generating :apparatus
The electron beam is generated using a commercial unit
(RCA-VC2126 electron gun). This is a flange-mounted, ceramic-metal,
electrostatically -focussed gun rated at 1. 5 -Kw and 75 kv. A companion
control unit (RC A -VX2207) s: • -.,plies the operating potentials for the electron
gun.
Mounted on	 platform to facilitate
beam alignment, the F-u ,s coupled by a flexible metal beiiows to a dynamic
:age (or c -a-mberl which contains
	 orifices. The
orifices, matte from copper to dieeipate the eaergy of the beam: cur_ent,
serve two vital purposes: (1) the m. a_ntenance of a high- vacuum (< 10 -5
 torr,
within the electron gin laNit iadependent of t_he teFt environment pressure cup
to a limit of about 8 t-arr) and (2) the collimation of &,s- bearn (orifice di-
mensions ranee from 0. 05 r--
 
G. i6-inch in diameter). A. v? riety of drift tubes,
each separately pumped and cap ped by an exit :riflcr t
 is a:•ailablf, for
attacnment to the dynarttic sLSge. 1*1^e 'drift rube serves *_.,e fu:^ctior. of injecting
the beam into the test environment and also a means of pro-:ding a-vacuu::,-
tight coupling to tt a test ci3am ber ,
b
aZ
i
t
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A pneumatically-operated ball valve is incorporated into
the dynamic stage of the electron apparatus. This feature permits the beam
equipment to be isoiated from the test chamber and maintained under a high
vacuum while the test chamber is at atmospheric pressure for model changes,
etc. The beam generating apparatus is CAL-owned and used for flow
diagnostic purposes. A detailed description of the mechanical, electrical and
vacuum-pumping aspects of the system is given in Ref. 8.
C.	 The Radiometers
A total of six radiometers (optical detectors) were designed
and fabricated to provide electrical signals corresponding to the beam-induced
fluorescence in discrete volumes of the helium plume. The design objective
was to maximize radiometer sensitivity giving due consideration to such
factors as minimum anticipated gas densities, estimated beam current,
spatial resolution and optical speed.
Each radiometer consists of a 4. 5-inch diameter, 8. 5-inch
focal length lens operated at a one-to-one magnification ratio and an F/4
optical speed. The full-size image of the fluorescent beam was formed
normal to a focal plane slit which measured 0. 1-inch by 1.0-inch. This slit
' was capped by an optical interference filter having a half bandwidth of 100 A
O
centered at 5000 A. The purpose of the filter was to isolate the most intense
emission of helium at 5016 A and permit accurate calibration of the density
measuring system at low pressures in the large vacuum chamber (a condition
-	 at which the exact composition of the gases in the chamber is not well known
as the result of diffusion pump oi l_ vapors, outgassing, etc. ).
'	 Radiation intensity was detected by a Dumont 6467 photo-
s multiplier. This is a 10-stage, end-viewing detector having an S-11 photo-
cathode which has a spectral sensitivity compatible with helium emission.
An operating potential of 1. 3 kv was employed.
c
To permit installation of the radiometers in the vacuum
chamber, that portion of the unit containing the photomultiplier was designed
a- to be pressure tight and was maintained at atmospheric pressure by meansf
of a flexible tube vented outside of the test chamber. That portion of the
radiometer consisting of the image-forming optics was not pressurized.g	 g	  P	 F-
7
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d.	 Installation
The final form assumed by the physical installation wa:
conditioned by many factors some of which were arbitrarily determined while
others were dictated by existing circumstances. Contributing to the latter
category was the beam generating ap paratus, which, as stated previously,
was an existing item and perforce had to be located outside of the vacuum
(	 chamber. * To facilitate eventual studies of the far-field regions of plumes,
the apparatus rr• as installed near the midpoint of the axial extent (40 ft. ) of
l	
the vacuum chamber and aligned to project a beam normal to the chamber
axis and approximately 34-inches below the chamber centerline. Thus
approximately ore-half of the sonic orifice supply tube was ; nstalled within
the chamber while one-half protruded to the outside. In addition, to accommo-
date the displacement of the bea.n below the centerline (on hich the supply
tube enters the chamber) an offset, comprising two 90-degree elbows, was
incorporated into the supply tube. This offset was deliberately constrained
to be made only in the vertical plane of symmetry of the tank which contained
L	 the tank axis. The purpose %vas to allow the exploration of the feasibility
(1	 of using long electron beams for plume studies since this geometry required
a 60-inch beam to reach the projected centerline of the sonic orifice.
Figure 1 is a photograph taken inside the vacuum bank showing clearly the
supply tube entering the tank at the far end, the offset section, the horizontal
run comprised of several flanged sections, and the sonic orifice (left center
of Egure) at the exhaust end. Projecting into the tank is the electron beam
drift tube shown at the right center of the figure.
Final alignment of all components was made relative to the
axis of the electron beam. The exact spatial location of the beam was de-
termined in the following manner. First, an estimate was made of the possible
beam position sin.ply by establishing the projected centerline defined by the
collimating orifices of the beam apparatus. A 4-inch r.iameter graphite cup,
As described in Ref. 6, CAL had in previous years used bearn generating
t	
equipment capable of operation within the test chamber itself.
8
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used in the collection and measurement of beam current during the test
program, was installed on this axis a. a point approximately 74 inches from
the drift tube. * A sheet of very thin metallic foil was placed over the
aperture of the cup and the beam was activated and burned a small hole in
the foil (the vacuum chamber was highly evacuated f;.r this operation). The
position of this hole was carefully fixed in space and a small-diameter string
was tightly stretched between the orifice i- the d-ift tube and this fixed point
to physically simulate the beam in space. Using spacers between the sections
of the supply tube, the plane of the sonic orifice u-as brought within about
0.2 inch of the simulated beam. While all metallic components of the ex-
pansion tube in proximity to this region were carefully de-magnetized, it
was nevertheless experimentally determined that spatial position of the
beam was not appreciably affected by the close presence of the expansion
tibe. Hence, beam position did not need to be re-established each time the
beam -to- sonic -orifice distance was changed.
Alignment of the radiometers (for the first test run) was
E	 also effected at this time. Since the housings containing the objective lenses
measured 5 inches in diameter and the six sampled volumes of the plume
r
were so closely spaced (all within_ a span of 1. 3 inches for a two-inch
diameter sonic orifice, see Table I, first run sequence), it was necessary
to place each of the radiometers along different radial lines emanating from
the beam axis but in a plane normal to this axis. The radiometer support
structure and the radiometers themsP?ves are showy_ in Figure 1. A mechani-
cal pointer, attachable to the face of each radiometer was fabricated to define
the on-axis focal point of each unit. This device was used to adjust eash
radiometer so that its on-axis focal point lay along the simulated beam (i. e. ,
the string) and at the proper distance from the sonic orifice centerline. To
achieve good signal-to-noise ratios, the radiometers having the highest
sensitivities were arranged to observe the plume peripheral regions where
the densities were lowest.
This location also placed the cup approximately 14-inches beyond the
centerline of the sonic orifice (see Fig. 1).
9
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Z.	 Pressure
A total of three pressure gauges was attached to that portion of
the supply tube external to the vacuum chamber. One of these was a 0-20
torr Wallace and Tiernan gauge which was used to set the initial expansion
tube pressure. An accurate measurement of this pressure waa then taken
(	 on a Stokes-McLeod gauge which had a full-scale range of 5 torr. Finally,
i another Wallace and Tiernan gauge having a range of 0-760 torr was useful
i	 to measure supply tube pressure- 1p to 50 torr such as were used in cali-
bration procedures described in Section III of this report.
Two CAL-developed and fabricated pressure transducers
(Ref. 10) were installed on the expansion tube, approximately 8-inches
upstream of the diaphragm station, to measure the magnitude of the supply
tube pressure change following the rupture of the diaphragm. A single,
similar transducer was attached to the sonic orifice plate to measure total
n	
pressure directly. All three of these units contain internal solid-state
circuitry to achieve a high output sensitivity (typical sensitivity is 2 volts
per psi) at a low output impedance level.
'i	 An MKS Baratron pressure-measuring system was employed in
u	 sensing the vacuum chamber pressure. The system consists of a pressure-
sensing head and an electronic readout unit. In the CAL arrangement a
sensing head with a full-scale span of one torr is used, which in conjunction
f	 with the readout unit, provides a least count of 1 x 10 -5 torr with interpolation
possible to 0.2 x 10 5 torr. One of the attractive features of this pressure
sensing system is that the measurement does not depend on the nature of the
gas or gases involved since it operates on the principle of a diaphragm
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III. CALIBRATION AND TEST PROCEDURES
Calibration of all radiometers was accomplished in situ in the vacuum
chamber. The following procedure was employed. A aiaphragm was installed
i;i the expansion tube (just aft of the sonic orifice) and both the vacuum
	
l^
	chamber and the expansion tube were evacuated"' to a pressure of less than
0. 1 micron Fig. The expansion tube v as then isolated from the test chamber
and pressurized with helium to approximately 50 torr. Meantime the electron
beam apparatus was activated and a beam, injected into the test chamber.
Beam currents of the order of 200 to 300 microamperes were used at an
accelerating potential of 37. 5 kv.
With all apparatus stabilized, the valve of the diffusion pump was
	
^-,	 closed rapidly (thus isolating the vacuum chamber from the pumping system)
and the by-pass valve was opened permitting the expansion tube pressure to
equalize with that of the vacuum chamber. Based oa exploratory tests,
equalization had occurred within about 30 seconds however a Baratron pressure
reading*::ading was taken after an interval of 60 s--conds at which time the radi-
ometer output signals also were photographically-recorded from oscilloscope
displays. For an initial pressure supply tube pressure of 50 torr, a chambt ,
-pressure of approximately 25 microns Hg was obtained. A second calibration
run ,%-as also taken, following similar procedures, to obtain radiometer signal
levels at about 10 microns Hg. Despite the fact that much higher density
	
[I	 levels than those corresponding to the calibration pressures were anticipated
in the plume, it was necessary to restrict the calibration pressures to theseI
levels because of the beam spreading effects for the long beam lengths used.
(A further discussion of the calibration problem is given in the following
section of the report on data reduction, IV-A-i).
The expansion tube was evacuated through a by-pass vacuum line (controlled
	
l^	
by an external, manual valve) that communicated with the vacuum chamber.
From this reading a tare value was deducted equal to the outgassing and/or
	
C
{	 leak rate of the vacuum chamber which was consistently found to be
	
f	 0. 36 micron Hg/minute.
11
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lmnirdiately following the two calibration runs, pumping of both the
expansion tube and the vacuum chamber was continued to a level of about
7 to 8 x 10 -5 torr (significant reductions in pressure below this level would
have required many extra hours of pumping). With the beam still activated,
the radiometers energized, and the diffusion pump operative, the restraining
wire holding the pendulum-type diaphragm cutter was burned-through
electrically. As the pendulum swung toward the diaphragm, an electrical
contact was made several milliseconds prior to the bursting of the dental-
dam diaphragm. This contact triggered the oscilloscopes on which the
following time-resolved data was recorded: six radiometer output signals,
beam current, and three supply tube pressures.
The radiometers were aligned as required for each run and the spacing
between the beam and the orifice plate was adjusted b removal of spacers
from between the sections of the s;:pply tube (see Table I for dimensional
data).
Several considerations were involved in the decision to calibrate the
radiometers prior to each run (rather than to rely on a single calibration
for the entire program). One of these was the variable effect of the re-
flections of the fluorescent energy from the orifice plate as a result of the
changes in the beam-orifice plate spacing (from run to run) and the orien-
tation of the radiometers which viewed the beam against the orifice plate
as a background. As :shown in Figure 1, .art of the surface o` the orifice
plate was blackened to minimize this problem. Also the presence of
grounded metallic surfaces in the proximity of the beam was considered
'	 likely to affect the halo portion of the fluorescent beam by removing
secondary electrons as well as metastable and ionized atoms (from the
beam environs) which are involved in producing the halo (Ref. 9). In
addition, some effect on the calibration data might be expected since
movement of the radiometers between runs would result in slightly
z-
different areas of the photocathodes being illuminated thus resulting in
differing sensitivities.
Subsequent to the initial trial calibration wherein a high IF ;el of
radiometer sensitivity was demonstrated, the sonic orifice diameter was
increased from one to two-inches and remained at this value for the e:,tire
12
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program. This was a desirable change since (1) the plume pressures were
halved (for proper plume scaling the product of supply pressure and orifice
diameter must be held constant) thus requiring a lesser extrapolation of the
calibration data and (Z) the spatial resolution requirements were eased by a
factor of two. The initial choice of a one-inch orifice was made to maintain
1f	 plume pressures at a conservatively high level to allow accurate measurement
of plume densities.
L
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A.	 Data Reduction Details
1.	 Calibration Data
In test conditions where sharp density gradients exist, a basic
difference in environmentai conditions is encountered between the case where
the beam is statically calibrated and the case where it is used to probe a
nonuniform ."ow field. In the former situation the test chamber is at a
uniform density and the fluorescent intensity seen by a radiometer at some
point along the beam is partially influenced by the scattering events (elastic
electron-molecule interactions) occurring in the space intervening between
the drift tube orifice and the point of observation. Obviously the situation
is different in the latter (run) case where the test chamber is everywhere at
a very low• pressure except for the regions of the flow (the plume in this
case). This situation is exacerbated when very long electron bearris are
used and also as the densit y levels increase.
In this present situation the choice was made to calibrate at
low density levels, linearly extrapolate to higher density levels and apply
well-founded corrections for quenching effects to these linearly extrapolated
results. Care ;rust be taken to select the proper Levels for calibration so
that the data taken lie on the linear portion of the calibration curve. At too
low a pressure, the halo surrounding the beam will be so large that only a
portion of the total fluorescence will be collected by the radiometer. Since
the halo size will change with density, similarly the traction of the intensity
observed will change and a nonlinear calibration curve will be obtained.
Hence, extrapolation from this base will be meaningless. For slit heights
of 22 mm (measured normal to the beam), it was demonstrated in Ref. 9
that the calibration curve in helium became li.iear at about 5 x 10 14 atoms
per crn 3 or a room temperature pressure of about 10 microns Hg. Since
the slit heights in the present radiometers were 25 mm, this pressure 'level
was considered suitable as one of the two nominal calibration points.
14
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On the other hand, especially with long electron beams,
scattering of :he primary electrons by the intervening gas (between the
electron source and the detector) causes a broadening cf the fluorescent
beam whose dimensions can again exceed the field of view of the radiometer
as gas density increases. To forestall encountering this nonlinearity in
calibration, the second calibration level was sc.aewhat arbitrarily selected
at a conservative level of abou 20 microns Hg. Figure 2 illustrates typical
1	 calibration data as reduced from p,.otographs of oscilloscope displays of1	 radiometer and beam current signals. Data for each radiometer are plotted
in terms of millivolts output per 100 microamperes beam current as a function
of pressure of helium in microns of Hg at room temperature conditions. In
this instance, data were also taken at a pressure of about 4 microns Hg.
^i	 The data shown confirm the nonlinearity of the calibration below 10 microns
Hg and the linearity above this level as reported in Ref. 9. The fact that
straight lines connecting the upper pressure points for each radiometer all
intersect the abscissa scale at essentially one point, is considered a valid 	 L
indication of the linearity of response in this region of pressure.
Linear equations were fitted to the calibration data taken prior
to each test run. In all cases, the intercept on the abscissa scale averaged
3. 2 microns Hg with very little scatter. A summary of the radiometer
sensitivities (that is,the slopes of the straight line fits) is shown in Table II.
In general, the calibration data f.)r Run #1 appear to be high as compared
with the other runs. Whereas the desired 0.2-inch spacing between the
beam and the orifice plate had been established at sea level conditions, it
was later deterrnined that upon evacuation of the test chamber this spacing
was reduced by 0. 1 inch by deflection of the vacuum chamber end wall to
which the supply tube was attached. Thus the beam was only about 0. 1 inch
from the orifice plate so that beam impingement on the orifice plate was
possible based on estimated beam widths at this location. This factor may
account for the discrepancy in calibration.
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2.	 Pressure Data
The only non-direct reading pressure transducers were the
three CAL piezoelectric units installed in the supply tube. These units
were calibrated, using a deadweight pressure tester as the reference
standard, immediately preceding the initiation of the test program. Since
these transducers are extremely linear, a simple calibration factor in
terms of millivolts per psi is obtained. In the present case, the calibration
factors ranged from 1862 to 2016 m y /psi for the three transducers.
Initial operation of the expansion tube showed that at the low
supply pressures dictated by the test program, large viscous effects were
involved, Thus the tube did not function as an expansion tube but simply 	 4
as a blowdown tube. Pressure records failed to indicate the presence of a
reflected expansion wave or any other reflected disturbance (such as might
have been expected from the 90-degree turn in the after part of the supply
tube).
Typical histories of the output signals from the sidewall and
total pressure transducers as well as a radiometer are shown in Figure 3.
All records demonstrate nonsteady test conditions.
Because of the obvious viscous effects and the fact that a 2-inch
diameter sonic orifice was being used with a 2. 75-inch inside diameter
supply tube, it was essential to analyze the records at a time well removed
from that at which any boundary layer flow might be passing through the
sonic orifice. Thus readings were taken early in the test event at times
corresponding to the peaks of a total pressure and radiometer records.
As shown later, total pressurk-L thus obtained agreed very well with those
predicted by non-steady expansion wave theory for the particular orifice-
to-supply tube area ratio existing in the test apparatus. Total pressure
derived from a measurement of initial supply tube pressure and the corre-
sponding (timewise) sidewall static pressure record gave values that were
approximately 10 0/c higher than the theoretical val. es . Since the sidewall
pressures were considered to be more strongly affected by viscous effects,
they were not used. The fact that data were read at some discrete time,
rather than being averaged over a time interval, did not compromise V!
results since all inetr.umentation used in these teats had frequency resF
capabilities more than adequate for such a requirement.
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3.	 Density Measurements
For each test run, the output signal from the radiometers was
t
read at the peak level. Relative to the initiation of the test event, all these
maxima occurred at the same time. Siace there is a certain amount of
^j	 fluctuation with time in beam current, the actual beam current level corre-
sponding to this same relative time was also read. The radiometer output
signals were then normalized by beam current and converted to an equivalent
room temperature pressure of helium based on the calibration data.
As stated earlier, linear extrapolation of the calibration data to
higher pressures was known to be subject to error as the resul'c of quenching.
While an earlier statement also referred to the fact that quenching in heliurn
was not significant below about 0. 25 torr, it must be realized that this
comment refers to the 3ituation of fitting a least squares linear curve to
calibration_ data over this entire range. It obviously does not apply to the
1	 present situation where a linear 3xtrapolatiun is made based only on very
low pressure calibration data.
An analytical expression for quenching effects is derived in
Ref. 4 v sere the value of the constant term is ob ta ined from experimental
data. This expression is given below
where I is the intensity of fluorescence, p is the pressure (microns Hg)
and p' is a constant equal to 1.7 x 10 3 for helium. Calibration data for
helium presented in Ref. 9 support the validity of this analytical expression.
Using the above relation, a correction curve was formulated by which the
plume pressure (or number density) data ol-tained from the linearly-extrap-
olated calibration could be adjusted. This correction curve is shown in
Figure 4. All plume data measured with the radiometers was corrected in
accordance w-:h this figure.
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B.	 Density Ratio Result.
The precn6ing section described the method by which radiometer
sAgnali ;:A-tained from plurze sam pling measurements «ere converted intc
quit—loot pressures ( µ) at room temperature conditions. Mass density ir.
t e Plun-le (^ in g ACM ) wa s obtained f rom the followiszg expre s sion
= I'.I^7
»-here r_ is the gas number density in the plume (per cm 3) and m is the
rraas per heLurn atorn. . 'rhe quantity n is given by
t. 656 x 1J is ` u
T
where T is the gas temperature m degrees Kelvin (293° in the present
situat:ez.) and F is the pressure in microns r'_g, Taus the conversion of
F^
plume Pressures to plume mass densities :educes t,) tie fallowing simple
form,
Z. ;9 x 10 1 P
J	 4'
Mass dei:sit y a` the gaa in the supply tune (p 0 )wax ca.lc=ilazed from
the following equation
1604 x 10 -M pP ^, =	 o
T
where M is the atomic weigh: of "helium, P_ zs ti:e supply tube Cota:. vressure
arld r0 is :h%+ t<_-npbrature (°K) of tht i aa, T  a•as taken to :,s Mi4 :5 of roorn
t er::peni.Tu a ( y 3 °1st to rzae into account the redaction rf tem erah;re of the
supply gas )— the ronLneady exprna:rn wave_
Density r atica co_ respGnding to the va: icuo plume poiitiona probed
^vccrt- calculated based oi^ rr.eaeur6k' valves of P c and F2 so:la-;-ing the methcds
r'
cf c^nv^r31at3_Of theme	 to denaitie% as given above. Table Iii
rtszz:ma: ^La E all of theme data, izcluied in Table ;.fl are actua., atiai and
radiol g:urna i7 llisio'4s grobsa; supply vas preas:zres, temperature.- aLd
r•`at1it d3f?litica l- r :asn de;^sity =atioe azd i-atu:irn chamber rresrares.
,t	l 8
r	 ^,
k ^+
s
.;
k
:a
,,7
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It will be noted that the axial positions probed differ from those
t	 specified in 'fable ,. This difference, amounting to about 0. 1—inch. repre-
sents the amount of the deflection of the chamber end-wall upon evacuation
(the supply tube was attached to the end-wall). This factor had been
inadvertently neglected when the axial spacing was -ire-set at ambient
pressure conditions.
Included in the tabulation is the initial supply tube pressure (just prior
to the test event) as measured with the McLeod gauge. It will be observed
that the supply tube pressure is in close agreement to the theoretic it value,
whi,::u for the present configuration is 0. 685 of the pressure read by the
McLeod gauge.
A graphical presentation of the measured gas density ratio profiles in the
plurne at fi-,e di"erent axial. statioaF is given in Figure 5.
It is appropriate at this stage to discuss the resultant test, data from
the standpoint of spatial resolution and quality. Unfortunately, the particular
circurnstances of this exp--unental study permit only conditional and qualified
comments to be made ors Joth accounts. Considering first the spatial resolution,
the field of view of the radiometer defines the sampled length along the beam
axis to be 0. 1 inch. The field of view normal to the beam is ±0. 5 inch from
the beam axis wit'- the resolution in this direction determined by the beam
dimensions (including halo effects, if any). Based on earlier measurements
of elert.ron beam cross-section profiles (Ref. 8), which are of approximately
Gaussian shape, under conditions where beam scattering effects were negli-
gibly small it %vas determined that beam uimensions could be calculated from
the geometry of the system collimating orifices. Calculations made for the
present geometry indicate that in the abaence of significant beam spread due
to scattering (as would be the situation with the vacuum chamber at pressures
less than about one micron Hg) the beam half-amplitude width is 0. 14 incn*
(based on an exit orific diameter of 0. 05 inch). From the calibration data,
it is obvious that beam dimensions (due to halo effects) exceeded a diameter
B y sad on this value, the probability of interference between the beam and
t'he Mate of the sonic orifice for the position of closest spacing (Run ill) seems
highly probable. It is therefore suggested that the data for this particular run
i.	 may of suspect and should be used with caation.
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of one-inch as indicated by nonlinearity of the data below pressures of 10
microns Hg.
	 During r
 _ume test conditions, ho sever, it can be rather
safely assumed that the beam dimensions approximated the ''unspread'' value
of 0. 14 inch for the following reasons: (1) the major portion of space
J.
traversed by the beam was at extremely low density since the plume regions
probed were of small extent, (2) halo effects did not compromise resolution
significantly since measured room temperature equivalent pressures in the
i	 plume were never less than 10 microns Hg, (3) the use of beam energies of
37. 5 kv minimized beam spreading effects. Thus the sampled volume
measured 0. 1 inch in the radial direction by 0. 14 inch in the perpendicular
i	 direction (where the latter dimension_ represents the half-amplitude width
of a Gaussian-shaped beam profile).
Quality of the data, in the context used here, refers to the precision
and the accuracy of the results. The former term refers to the random
aspects of the measurement such as repeatability or scatter while the latter
is concerned with the biases (i. e. , non-random aspects) or deviations from
the true value. In general, estimates of the precision of an experinnent can
be obtained by subjecting the numerical data to statistical analysis and by
incorporating replication into design of the experiment. Comments on
accuracy are ofter. limited to subjective statements since the ''true'' or
reference values are not often known.
The final test result here is density ratio, and since the plume gas
density and supply tube gas density are determined by separate experimental
methods, the precision of each will be treated separately.
To a good approximation, precision of the plume density data may be
inferred from the calibration data since the procedures of testing and
calibrating are reciprocally related. * Since repeat calibrations, at nominally
identical test conditions, were made for each tesi run, the necessary repli-
cation of data exists. P ollowing the first test run (at closest r-dial spacing)
k 
In the one case the desired radiometer signal is measured corresponding to
a known pressure and in the other case the known signal is ccnverted into
the desired pressure.
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radiometers 41 and #2 were never moved or adjusted so that the calibrated
sensitivities should have remained constant assuming that changes in axial
spacing of the orifice plate did not systematically affect the calibration
(there is no evidence of such an effect). An analysis of these results showed
i
that the standard deviations of their sensitivities, expressed as percentages,
!	 were 2. 3 17c and 3. 7 11c respectively.
Estimates of the precision and accuracy of total pressure can be made
by assuming that the initial pressures in the supply tube, as read with the
McLeod'gauge, were precisely correct. On this basis the standard deviation
in the supply tube total pressure is 1. 6% while the bias, taking the correct
value to be the theoretical 0.685 of initial pressure, is - 4 07c. Pressure
r
transducer calibration data are presumed accurate to t2%.
Combining the maximum scatter in plume density data (3.7%) with that
in the supply gas density data (1. 67c) yields an estimated precision (one
standard deviation from the mean) of 4. 0% in the density ratio.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
Measured data were obtained defining the ratio of free stream gas
density to the reservoir gas density at discrete spatial volumes in the near
field of a helium plume produced by a two-inch diameter sonic orifice
operating into an ambient pressure of approximately 8 x 10 -5 torr. Measure-
ments were made using the electron beam fluorescence probe and demonstrated
the successful application, within a large vacuum steel chamber, of unconfined
electron beams exceeding six feet in length.
The resultant data were well behaved and, qualitatively at least,
conformed with the general characteristics of the radial and axial distributions
expected in these type of plumes.
As a. result of viscous effects, the supply tube did not operate as antici-
pated at the low pressure lavels required for these tests. Test results were
not compromised by this factor, however, since the fast-response instru-
mentation used permitted the acquisition of valid data despite the nonsteady
nature of the orifice supply reservoir.
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TABLE I
PLUME PROBING POSITIONS SELECTED
FOR GAS NUMBER DENSITY MEASUREMENTS
r_	 (Po D = 0,0197 lb/in)
Axial Location Radial Location Run No.
x/R r/R
0.2 0, 0. 4, 0. 7,	 0. 9,
	
1 . 1 ,
	 1. 3 1
0.4 0, 0. 4, 0. 8,	 1. 1,	 1. 3,	 1. 5 2
0.6 0, 0. 4, 0. 8,	 1. 2,	 1. 5,
	
1.8 3
0.8 0, 0. 4, 0. 8,	 1. 2,	 1. 6,	 2.0 4
2.0 0, 0. 8, 1. 6,	 2. 0.	 2. 4,	 2.8 5
Gas = Helium
x = axial probing position
r = radial probing position
R = orifice radius
P o = supply total pressure
D = orifice diameter
TABLE II
SUMMARY OF CALIBRATED RADIOMETER SENSITIVITIr S
Radiometer No. Run No.
1 1, 3 4 5
1 0.336 0.300 0.314 0.316 0.308
2 0.258 0.240 0.230 0.225 0.220
3 0.610 0.660 0.602 0.636 0.625
4 0.415 0.371 0.356 0.336 0.355
5 0.305 0.263 0.290 0.288 0.275
6 0.581 0.537 0.590 0.592 0.557
Sensitivities are in units of millivolts per 100 H A beam current per
micron Kg pressure of helium at 293 ° K.
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Figure 1	 INSTRUMENTATION CONFIGURATION WITHIN THE VACUUM CHAMBER
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